Solutions Overview

From mission-critical applications to open source projects:

2 million developers and 97% of the
Fortune 1000 rely on ActiveState.
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Development, management and distribution solutions
for Perl, Python and Tcl

“Not only is it reliable,
scalable and enterpriseready, ActivePerl saves CA
ActiveState is the world leader in enabling companies to develop, manage, and distribute
development time and dollars.”
Lawrence Backman,
Vice President QA, CA

applications with dynamic languages. Our products and services for Perl, Python, Tcl and other
web languages, are used by over 2 million developers and 97% of the Fortune 1000 to build and
run applications from mission-critical to open source projects. Our solutions help companies
accelerate development productivity, minimize risk, and ensure compliance with open source use
policies and distribution licenses.

Development Solutions
At ActiveState, we create tools for developement in dynamic languages, helping you and
your team:

»
»
»

Code smarter: Make development teams more productive and focused on quality
Accelerate development: Get applications to market faster
Deploy quickly: Meet tough, fast-paced development timelines

Commercial-grade language distributions
ActivePerl, ActivePython and ActiveTcl are the industry-standard, commercial-grade Perl, Python
and Tcl distributions used by millions of developers around the world for easy installation and
quality-assured code. From mission-critical applications to open source projects, our commercialgrade language distributions offer significant time savings over open source Perl, Python and Tcl for
installing, removing, upgrading, and managing common modules.
Komodo IDE
Code smarter with ActiveState’s award-winning, professional development environment for
dynamic languages and web languages such as Python, Perl, PHP, Tcl, Ruby, JavaScript, CSS and
HTML. Its sophisticated tools include a code editor, syntax checking and coloring, and a debugging
tool that boost developer productivity and quicken development cycles.
Perl Dev Kit and Tcl Dev Kit
Accelerate productivity with essential tools for building and deploying Perl and Tcl applications
featuring cross-platform wrapping and application builders for Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, Solaris1,
HP-UX1 and AIX1.
Developer Bundles
Our Pro Studio developer bundles provide everything you need to develop, debug and deploy
professional Perl or Tcl applications in a single, easy-to-budget subscription, with a single license
for all products and upgrades. The Pro Studio bundle offers the latest releases of Komodo IDE and
either Perl Dev Kit or Tcl Dev Kit plus a full year subscription of Safari Books online.

1. Cross-wrapping to Solaris, HP-UX, and AIX requires a Business Edition, Enterprise Edition or OEM license for ActivePerl or
ActiveTcl. Contact ActiveState for further details.
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“We can’t understate how
key ActiveTcl is to our
product. That’s why our
install splash screen says,
‘Powered by ActiveState’.”
Tillmann A. Basien,
CTO, Toolbox Solution

Management Solutions for Perl, Python and Tcl
Large organizations in financial services, aerospace & defense and government rely on ActiveState
for peace of mind, to save developer time and to maximize application uptime. These organizations
trust ActiveState’s best practices, advice and swift troubleshooting for critical applications built with
dynamic languages.
Bank of America, Goldman Sachs, Credit Suisse, Boeing and GE Aviation and many others trust our
enterprise-grade commercial support, Intellectual Property indemnification coverage, consulting
services and expert training for:

»
»
»
»
»
»

Risk mitigation with Perl, Python and Tcl
Increased uptime for critical applications with priority access to dynamic language experts
On time delivery: focus on value-add development, not time-consuming language maintenance
Best practices advice and how-to guidance for language module usage and troubleshooting
code problems
Better application performance with regular updates, bug fixes and version control
More productive staff trained and guided by ActiveState experts

Distribution Solutions for Perl, Python and Tcl
Based on a recent survey by Forrester Research, over 50% of enterprise developers are turning to
dynamic languages as their choice for application development.
That’s why ISVs and systems vendors including Cisco, VMware, CA and Lockheed Martin have
discovered the benefits of using open source dynamic languages in their applications to save
development time and get to market faster. But developers are often unaware of the complex
licensing behind each language and separate language modules.
That’s why they count on ActiveState’s OEM solutions for turnkey redistribution rights for ActivePerl,
ActivePython and ActiveTcl. By relying on ActiveState to license applications properly, our OEM
customers rest assured knowing they’re covered with indemnification against potential copyright
infringement lawsuits. They use dynamic languages with confidence, knowing that they have access
to on-demand, guaranteed support.
Learn more about our products and solutions at www.activestate.com
Some of Our Customers

Awards
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About ActiveState
ActiveState is the world leader in enabling companies to develop, manage, and distribute applications
with dynamic languages. The company’s products and services for Perl, Python, Tcl and other
web languages, are used by over 2 million developers and 97% of the Fortune 1000 to build and
run applications from mission-critical to open source projects. ActiveState’s end-to-end solutions
include development tools, language distributions, indemnification, OEM solutions, support and other
services. With these, customers such as Cisco, CA, HP, Bank of America, Siemens, and Lockheed
Martin are able to accelerate productivity, minimize risk, and ensure compliance.
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